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One Stop Shopping
from Jaeger

Comprehensive back-volume service saves you time, money and effort.

Get everything you need from one source, with one call. Our huge back-volume warehouse, in combination with ready-access to publishers' inventories, second-hand sources and personal collections, helps us to maintain the highest fulfillment rate in the field.

And, with an error-free guarantee that pays you $25 if the order we ship is incorrect, it's easy to see why Jaeger has earned a worldwide reputation for dependability. For details, write, call or FAX us today.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
New WATS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500
FAX 516-543-1537

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
Dept. AG, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name ____________________________

Company/Facility ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ________ Zip ________

Phone ____________________________
Connect with superior service.

Make the connection to YBP with FOLIO

FOLIO, YBP's on-line information service, is an extension of our commitment to superior service through quality book fulfillment, technology, and personal attention.

Access FOLIO via the Internet

Both approval plan and firm order customers can connect with YBP through the Internet or via direct dial access. FOLIO currently provides access to the YBP approval plan database with acquisitions and bibliographic information for all types of approval material, including:

- Access titles on order with publishers, titles currently in-process, and titles that have been shipped on approval over the past 24 months.
- Search by LC classification, imprint, author, title, subject headings, series, bibliographic notes, and ISBN.
- View complete bibliographic data and approval shipment history.
- Enter orders and transmit via the Internet.

In Partnership with Libraries

Working in partnership with the library and publishing communities, YBP continues to develop FOLIO and our other technical services to meet your library's needs, including:

- E-mail: "Talk" with YBP by E-mail via the Internet
- Electronic ordering with our software or via acquisitions system interfaces
- For books and notification slips supplied: Library of Congress MARC records, YBP bibliographic records in MARC format, and Innovative Interfaces bibliographic record transmission
- Machine-readable management reporting

Yankee Book Peddler, Inc. is a full-service book wholesaler committed to providing superior approval plan, firm order, retrospective selection, serial standing order, and automated support services to university, college, and public libraries around the world.

YBP
999 Maple Street
Contoocook, NH 03229 U.S.A.
(603) 746-3102 Fax (603) 746-5628
U.S. and Canada
(800) 258-3774
Corporate E-mail: ybp@office.ybp.com
Technical Support: tecsrv@office.ybp.com
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The Dictionary of Natural Products contains the structures, bibliographies and physical properties of 100,000 natural products grouped within approximately 40,000 entries.

- accurate chemical, structural and bibliographic data on virtually all known natural products
- computer-generated indexes allow easy access to the information you need
- extensive labeled references allow you direct access to the primary literature, saving time and money
- clearly laid out to facilitate browsing
- suits all users by overcoming differences in nomenclature

Available December 1993 c. 9,500 pages in seven volumes
Cloth: 0-412-46620-1: #9630: c. $5,200.00

For more information, please call CHAPMAN & HALL at (212) 564-1060, ext 244.
To order, please call (212) 244-6412 or fax 1-800-248-4724
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE

for

CD'S, CASSETTES, VIDEOCASSETTES & LASERDISCS
(over 6300 labels)

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE

for

PROFESSIONALLY PRODUCED AACR2 A/V CATALOGING

Professional Media is the academic and music library's best source for single-source order fulfillment of all genres of sound and video recordings. Serving some of the largest ARL and public libraries, Professional Media's high quality cataloging – available for EVERY recording supplied – can eliminate and prevent backlogs.

Electronic ordering, using the world's only complete, online audio and video acquisitions database, is available to library customers at no charge. A/V EXPRESS requires minimal equipment and even provides toll-free communications. Interfaces with several library automation systems are operational.

Your library can save time, money and effort. No minimum order is required: just send PMSC your next order, or call for additional information. Toll free customer service and fax lines are at your service, as is PMSC's staff of experienced professionals.

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA SERVICE CORP.:  

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE  

for  

A/V MATERIALS and CATALOGING  

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA SERVICE CORP.  
19122 S. VERMONT AVE., GARDENA, CA 90248  
TOLL-FREE (800) 223-7672; (310) 532-9024  
TOLL-FREE FAX (800) 253-8853; (310) 532-0131
Journals with the tradition of strict peer review and quality presentation coupled with the latest production technology for fast publication. Personal rates now available on most titles.

PHARMACOLOGY

Behavioural Pharmacology
ISSN: 0957-9810
Volume 5 (6 issues in 1994)
US$349.00 / £205.00 (institutional)
US$175.00 / £102.00 (personal)

International Clinical Psychopharmacology
ISSN: 0268-1315
Volume 9 (4 issues in 1994)
US$235.00 / £140.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

Pharmaceutical Science Communications
ISSN: 1351-6337
Volume 5 (4 issues in 1994)
US$250.00 / £150.00 (institutional)
US$110.00 / £65.00 (personal)

Glycosylation and Disease
ISSN: 0669-3653
Volume 1 (6 issues in 1994)
US$260.00 / £175.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

CLINICAL

Immunology and Infectious Diseases
ISSN: 0959-4957
Volume 4 (4 issues in 1994)
US$395.00 / £235.00 (institutional)
US$140.00 / £85.00 (personal)

Blood Coagulation and Fibrinolysis
ISSN: 0957-5235
Volume 5 (6 issues in 1994)
US$456.00 / £264.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

Mediators of Inflammation
ISSN: 0962-9351
Volume 3 (6 issues in 1994)
US$400.00 / £240.00 (institutional)
US$150.00 / £90.00 (personal)

Journal of Orthopaedic Rheumatology
ISSN: 0951-9580
Volume 7 (4 issues in 1994)
US$380.00 / £240.00 (institutional)
US$95.00 / £55.00 (personal)

Imaging
ISSN: 0965-6812
Volume 6 (4 issues in 1994)
US$188.00 / £110.00 (institutional)
US$93.00 / £55.00 (personal)
US$69.00 / £40.00 (student)

OncoLOGY

Anti-Cancer Drugs
ISSN: 0999-4973
Volume 5 (6 issues in 1994)
US$436.00 / £268.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

Cancer Causes and Control
ISSN: 0957-5243
Volume 5 (6 issues in 1994)
US$456.00 / £268.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

Clinical and Experimental Metastasis
ISSN: 0262-0898
Volume 12 (6 issues in 1994)
US$456.00 / £268.00

European Journal of Cancer Prevention
ISSN: 0999-8258
Volume 3 (6 issues in 1994)
US$346.00 / £200.00

Melanoma Research
ISSN: 0960-8931
Volume 4 (6 issues in 1994)
US$346.00 / £200.00 (institutional)
US$186.00 / £110.00 (personal)

NeuroReport
ISSN: 0959-4965
Volume 5 (18 issues in 1994)
US$980.00 / £580.00 (institutional)
US$195.00 / £115.00 (personal)

Behavioural Neurology
ISSN: 0953-4180
Volume 7 (4 issues in 1994)
US$238.00 / £140.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £75.00 (personal)

Clinical Autonomic Research
ISSN: 0959-9851
Volume 4 (6 issues in 1994)
US$325.00 / £190.00

European Journal of Neurology
ISSN: 1381-5101
Volume 1 (6 issues)
US$238.00 / £140.00 (institutional)
US$125.00 / £70.00 (personal)

BiMetals

BioMetals
ISSN: 0966-8044
Volume 7 (4 issues in 1994)
US$295.00 / £175.00 (institutional)
US$110.00 / £65.00 (personal)

World Journal of Microbiology and Biotechnology
ISSN: 0959-2793
Volume 10 (6 issues in 1994)
US$280.00 / £165.00

BiMetals

Chromosome Research
ISSN: 0967-3849
Volume 2 (6 issues in 1994)
US$310.00 / £185.00 (institutional)
US$152.00 / £90.00 (personal)

Psychiatric Genetics
ISSN: 0955-8829
Volume 4 (4 issues in 1994)
US$247.00 / £145.00 (institutional)
US$137.00 / £80.00 (personal)

If you need to keep up to date with the latest research, Rapid Communications of Oxford journals are your first choice. In only a few years, we have established a reputation as the publisher of some of the fastest fully refereed journals in the scientific community today. Please complete and return the coupon below to request a free sample copy, including details of personal rates, of any of our journals.

SAMPLE COPY REQUEST FORM

☐ Please send me a sample copy of the following journal(s) ________________________

NAME ________________________

ADDRESS ________________________

Please return to the address opposite.
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT...
Order before December 31, 1993
and save $575.00!

Pergamon Press proudly announces the most authoritative,
comprehensive and international reference work in its field...

The ENCYCLOPEDIA of LANGUAGE and LINGUISTICS

Editor-in-Chief: R.E. Asher, University of Edinburgh, UK
Co-ordinating Editor: J.M.Y. Simpson, University of Glasgow, UK

All 10 Volumes to be Published Simultaneously!

- 10 volumes containing over 2000 articles
- Over 1000 contributors representing more than 50 countries
- Large format pages with detailed maps and illustrations
- Wide ranging analyses and evaluation of current research
- Alphabetically arranged with extensive cross-referencing
- Comprehensive three-level subject index and author index
- Thematic guide ensuring ready access to any field of interest
- Glossary of over 3000 definitions in language accessible to the non-expert
- Verified bibliographies providing key sources for further study and research
- An invaluable reference for faculty, language specialists, researchers and students

PERGAMON PRESS  New York • Oxford • Seoul • Tokyo
A member of the Elsevier Science Publishing group

Send for Your Free Prospectus Today!

A prospectus for The Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics is available. Please complete the following and return to the address below.

Name
Institution
Position
Address
City/State/Zip

ISBN: 0-08-035943-4 • Hardcover • Pre-publication price (expires December 31, 1993): US$ 2400.00
10 Volume set • 6000 pages (approx.) • Post-publication price (effective January 1, 1994): US$ 2975.00

Return to: Rebecca Seger, Sales Manager
Pergamon Press Inc.
660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5153
Tel: (914) 333-2410; Fax: (914) 333-2468
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NEW TITLES from BRASSEY'S (US)

The Leading Publisher in Foreign Policy, Defense, National, and International Affairs

Worth It All: My War for Peace
By Former Speaker of the House Jim Wright
Shows how Reagan and conservatives lured Wright into drafting a Wright-Reagan peace plan and then badgered him into resigning with an ethics investigation when Wright helped negotiate peace in Nicaragua.
“Engaging and eloquent.” —Jimmy Carter
October 0-2-881075-9 $24.00 approx. Hardcover 320 pp. approx.

Sampan Sailor: A Navy Man’s Adventures in WWII China
By Clayton Misher
A young American sailor embarks on a dangerous intelligence mission in China—one of World War II’s best-kept secrets.
January ’94 0-2-881071-2 $22.00 approx. Hardcover 224 pp. approx.

Security Studies for the 1990s
Edited by Richard Shultz, Roy Godson, Ted Greenwood
An evaluation of traditional and new courses for post-Cold War security studies curricula.
“Rich enough in ideas and substance to be virtually a course in itself.”
—Samuel Huntington
August 0-2-881072-4 $45.00 Hardcover 432 pp. Index

Mole
By William Hood
The story behind the CIA’s recruitment and handling of its first Soviet agent.
“Excellent...Fascinating.” —New York Times
September 0-2-881079-1 $12.95 Paperback 288 pp. approx.

The World Factbook: 1994-95
By Central Intelligence Agency
“Excellent for answering quick reference questions on the nations of the world.”
—American Reference Books Annual
March ’94 0-2-881052-X $30.00 Hardcover 420 pp. approx.

American Pilots in the RAF: The WWII Eagle Squadrons
By Philip D. Caine
Tells how and why young, courageous American pilots fought for the Royal Air Force before the U.S. entered World War II.
August 0-2-881070-8 $25.00 Hardcover 429 pp. photos, tables, maps, and diagrams

Glory at a Gallop: Tales of the Confederate Cavalry
By William R. Brooksher & David K. Snider
Stirring tales of the most romantic of American warriors.
October 0-2-881081-3 $22.00 approx. Hardcover 256 pp. approx.

Big Week: The Classic Story of The Crucial Air Battle of WWII
By Glenn Infield
The heart-stopping story of the critical February 1944 battle that pitted Jimmy Doolittle’s Eighth Air Force against Adolf Galland’s Luftwaffe.
September 0-2-881066-6 $16.00 approx. Hardcover 192 pp. approx.

By William J. Clinton
President Clinton lays out his strategic objectives in this blueprint for America’s role in the post-Cold War world.
March ’94 0-2-881050-1 $14.00 approx. Hardcover 148 pp. approx.

Introducing CSIA Studies in International Security
From the Center for Science and International Affairs (CSIA) at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government
Arms Unbound: The Globalization of Defense Production
By David Mussington
October 0-2-881069-0 $14.00 approx. Paperback 150 pp. approx.

Russian Security After the Cold War: Seven Views from Moscow
Edited by Steven E. Miller & Teresa Pelton Johnson
September 0-2-881088-0 $15.50 Paperback 200 pp. approx.

Silent Warfare: Understanding The World of Intelligence, Second Edition, Revised
By Abram N. Shulsky & Gary Schmitt
A comprehensive overview of the subject of intelligence, 40% new material to cover the breakup of the USSR.
October 0-2-881025-2 $19.95 approx. Hardcover 208 pp. approx.

Mole

Protect Yourself, Your Family, Your Home: Checklists Against Crime
By Jim Motley
Clear, action-oriented directives to guard against crime, written by a security expert.
November 0-2-881074-0 $8.95 approx. Paperback 192 pp. approx.

The Secret Cuban Missile Crisis Documents
By Central Intelligence Agency
Introduction by Graham T. Allison, Jr.
Finally declassified! CIA documents on the thirteen days in October 1962 when America stood on the brink of war.
January ’94 414 pp. approx.
0-2-881083-X $20.00 approx. Paperback 0-2-881082-1 $38.00 approx. Hardcover

Prices and Page Counts Subject to Change

ORDERS
Call Toll-Free: 1-800-257-5775
(Mon. – Fri., 9:00 am – 5:00 pm Eastern time)
Fax Toll-Free: 1-800-562-1272
Or Write: Macmillan Distribution Center
Attn: Brassey’s Book Order Dept.
100 Front Street, Box 900
Riverside, NJ 08075-7500

BRASSEY’S (US)
A MAXWELL MACMILLAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF VIROLOGY
Edited by
Robert G. Webster and Allan Granoff
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
Memphis, Tennessee

The Encyclopedia of Virology is the largest single reference source on virology. It provides the most up-to-date studies on all aspects of virology, including the effects of viruses on the immune system, the role of viruses in disease, oncology, gene therapy, and evolution.

Key Features
- Each volume contains a complete subject index
- Approximately 2100 printed pages in an easy-to-read, double-column format
- 270 articles, written by leading researchers of virology and its related subjects, cover all aspects of animal, insect, plant, and bacteriophage viruses
- More than 250 illustrations
- Written for both general and specialist readers
- Extensive cross-referencing system links all related articles

Three Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $395.00*
$475.00 (tentative)/ISBN 0-12-226960-8

ENCyclopedia OF VIROLOGY
Edited by
Robert G. Webster
Allan Granoff
ACADEMIC PRESS

Order from your local bookseller
or directly from
ACADEMIC PRESS, INC.
Order Fulfillment Department DM177915
6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL 32867
Call Toll Free 1-800-321-3568
or Fax 1-800-336-7377
For a free prospectus on these two references, call (619) 699-6735.
Prices subject to change without notice 02/1993 by Academic Press, Inc.
All Rights Reserved. I/C/93/609—10113

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Edited by
V.S. Ramachandran
University of California, San Diego

Key Features
- Comprehensive:
  ■ 250 signed articles across disciplines in education, psychology, gerontology, physiology, and anthropology
  ■ 15000 index entries
  ■ 275 figures and 50 tables
  ■ 2000 glossary entries
  ■ 2000 bibliographic entries

- Accurate:
  ■ Written by established experts, every article has been peer-reviewed
  ■ Truly international collection of contributors from United States, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Sweden, and the United Kingdom

- User-Friendly:
  ■ 1500 cross-references to other entries, each article notes related articles for additional reading
  ■ Each article contains a table of contents, glossary, definition of topic, and bibliography

Four Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $499.00*
$595.00 (tentative)/ISBN 0-12-226920-9
*Effective on first day of month of publication
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PARTNERSHIP

Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc. has been serving as an information resource for health science librarians for more than 40 years. We are dedicated to helping you achieve your collection goals efficiently and accurately.

INFORMATION

In order to help you and your staff keep pace with the rapidly changing world of health science, Rittenhouse is pleased to introduce the Rittenhouse Resource Manual.

The Rittenhouse Resource Manual is designed to provide the information you need to develop your collection. Used as a reference, or as the framework for an approval plan, this 500 page working manual helps you and your staff become more effective.

The manual includes selection criteria, continuation and standing order information, as well as cost and publication statistics.

COMMITMENT

Rittenhouse is committed to you. We are committed to providing you with the tools and information you need to be effective. Find out how the Rittenhouse Resource Manual and Rittenhouse can do to help you provide information to your community. Call our Library Service Department or your Rittenhouse Sales Representative.

Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.

511 DeSudey Drive
King of Prussia, PA 19406
1-800-345-6425

Fax: 1-800-338-9318 E-mail: RITTENHOUSE@SHRSYS.HSLC.ORG

Box 458 Sterling Rd
South Lancaster, MA 01561
1-800-624-7627
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Introducing Faxon Finder table of contents access and Faxon Xpress document delivery services.

As easily as you could pull a journal from your shelf, you can order an article for delivery with Faxon Xpress™. Start by choosing from over 10,000 journal titles and 3 million articles available in the Faxon Finder™ database. Then simply press the order key from the menu. It’s that easy to get speedy delivery of your articles.

For your convenience, the Faxon Finder database is offered both online and on CD-ROM. Either way, you have access to the most comprehensive table-of-contents database available. Unlike other databases, which cite only research articles from journals, the Finder database includes all citable references such as news stories, editorials, book reviews and more. No other database is so complete in its coverage of individual issues.

Call us today at 1-800-999-3594 ext. 503 to learn more about how these new electronic information services can benefit you.

Faxon
The Faxon Company
1-800-999-3594 ext. 503

Faxon Finder and Faxon Xpress are trademarks of Faxon Research Services, Inc.
Receive first class treatment at Ballen...

no matter what your size.

Whether your order is for a thousand books or just one, whether you are a prestigious university, medical school, or a little-known junior college, every Ballen customer receives our legendary one-to-one customized service. That means you'll have a personal Ballen customer service representative to answer questions, report status and solve problems. You'll have a specific location in our staging area for maximum quality control. You'll have instant access to important information through BallenNet™, our interactive on-line service for order entry data and current order status. Even direct telephone access to a Ballen corporate officer, if necessary.

And despite our elephantine inventory of over 100,000 titles, with thousands of books shipped every week, our return rate squeaks in at less than 1% — the industry’s lowest.

Find out how you can reap the big benefits of Ballen’s personal service. Call Toll-Free (800) 645-5237 or Fax (516) 864-5850.

BALLEN
BOOKSELLERS INTERNATIONAL INC.
105 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 90's AND FOR THE LIBRARIES OF TOMORROW

BLACKWELL'S PROUDLY INTRODUCES...

FOR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

BLACKWELL'S
TOC ONLINE

Blackwell’s New Titles Online database now includes Tables of Contents and Descriptive Summaries for new and forthcoming scholarly monographs.

- Browse the contents pages before placing the order
- View the publisher’s title description
- Order the title electronically
- Insure a title is included on approval
- Access through the INTERNET

FOR PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOGS

BLACKWELL'S
TOC 505

Blackwell’s MARC With Books® service now offers LC-MARC records enriched with Tables of Contents.

- Enhance subject access
- Improved chapter-level author access
- View contents & summaries in your PAC before searching the shelves
- Increase interlibrary loan efficiency

FIND OUT HOW EASY AND COST EFFECTIVE IT CAN BE TO GET CONTENTS INFORMATION TO BOTH YOUR STAFF AND PATRONS TODAY!

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.
TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

6024 SW Jean Road, Building G, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035. Telephone: 503-684-1140 Fax: 503-639-2481
For the record, BookFind-CD offers the most comprehensive title information in the world.

Introducing BookFind-CD World Edition—instant access to more information on more titles than ever before.

The most sophisticated bibliographic database of its kind, BookFind-CD provides access to over 1.3 million English language titles from all over the world.

Among the many benefits of this unique reference tool is the availability of detailed, descriptive records like the one above, that provide an unprecedented amount of information for many of the titles in the database. What’s more, with over 2000 subject classifications, users can search for and locate titles with great accuracy—using information ranging from author or title to any word or phrase.

And once you find the information you want, you can manipulate it to meet your needs—and receive it in any of 20 different output formats.

In addition to the original version, BookFind-CD is available in special, more specific packages, including Medical/Healthcare and Business/Law. So no matter what your needs, there is a BookFind-CD that’s just right for you. For more information on any of the BookFind-CD packages, call Baker & Taylor at 1-800-775-1800.
Sometimes the right partner can make all the difference.

Most subscription agencies offer the basics — consolidation of orders, prepayment, claiming. And some agencies promise automation, like online ordering and searchable title files. But only one agency delivers all that, plus something special...

Introducing the Readmore Partnership...the unique team approach that makes all the difference between standard service and peak performance.

With Readmore Academic, you've got a partner in serials management. Your Readmore Account Executive personally assists with all your day-to-day serials activities. The Academic Specialist is your liaison to Readmore's top management and publishers worldwide. And Readmore's technical team, working behind the scenes, uses state-of-the-art technology to bring you innovative services.

So don't go it alone. You know your collection, your library, your patrons and policies. We've got the experience with serials, automation, the global publishing industry plus all the resources of the international B.H. Blackwell group.

Together, we can build a customized package of services, systems and reports to meet your specific needs...keep you informed...and solve problems before they become problems.

Call 1 800-645-6595 today for more information about Readmore Academic subscription services. And see how the right partner can make all the difference for your library.

READMORE ACADEMIC
Your Partner in Serials Management

1933 Blackhorse Pike, Turnersville, New Jersey 08012
YOU ASKED FOR THE WORLD—

As communications technology makes the world a smaller and smaller place, global coverage has moved from an innovation to a necessity. Patrons once satisfied with books published in the U.S. now demand access to titles published around the world.

ANNOUNCING
BOWKER/WHITAKER GLOBAL BOOKS IN PRINT PLUS™

Bowker/Whitaker Global Books in Print Plus™ is the most comprehensive listing of English-language books available today — the perfect way to provide library staff and patrons the bibliographic information they need.

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE OF TITLES PUBLISHED AROUND THE GLOBE FROM THE PREEMINENT PUBLISHERS OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA

Comprising both R.R. Bowker’s Books in Print Plus™ and J. Whitaker & Sons’ Bookbank, this massive database contains over 2 million entries: Everything from titles published in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada — through the Canadian Telebook Agency — to European titles covered in K. G. Saur’s International Books in Print and D.W. Thorpe’s Australian Books in Print and New Zealand Books in Print. And it’s easy to use because it features the renowned Plus System™ software interface.

Learn what this vital bibliographic tool can do for you. For more information on Bowker/Whitaker Global Books in Print Plus and information on network editions and upgrades, just call toll-free 1-800-323-3288.

November 1993 • 1-year subscription • $1,995.00
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The Definitive Reference on Software Engineering

The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering
2 Volume Set
Editor-in-Chief John Marciniak
Director of Technologies for CTA

An international publishing event, The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering, First Edition, is the most comprehensive reference on this subject ever published. Indeed, this two volume encyclopedia not only compiles an unprecedented amount of information, but in its breadth, scope, attention to detail and organization, this work goes a long way in actually defining the field.

A truly landmark publication, The Encyclopedia of Software Engineering sets the standard for reference works in this exciting new field.

- Articles written by the leading authorities from around the globe.
- Over 200 major articles explore and discuss the issues and principles of this discipline.
- Biographical sketches introduce key figures in the software engineering field, including Barry Boehm, Harlan Mills, Les Belady, and Michael Jackson.

Easy to use...

- Over 500 diagrams, graphs, and charts help illustrate concepts.
- Cross references within the text alert readers where to turn to additional background on key terms as they encounter them.
- Up-to-date bibliographies are included at the end of each article.

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF THE MAJOR TOPICAL AREAS

Acquisition Management • Artificial Intelligence in Software Engineering • CASE • Computer Security • Configuration Management • Cost Estimation • Data Rights • Database Management Systems in Engineering • Design • Implementation • Maintenance • Measurement • Milestones in Software Engineering • Performance Engineering • Project Management • Quality • Quality Assurance • Requirements Analysis • Reuse • Risk Management • Safety • Software Engineering • Software Engineering Environments • Software Reliability Engineering • Software Reliability Theory • Testing

EDITORIAL BOARD
Bill Curtis, Software Engineering Inst., Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA
Harlan Mills, Florida Inst. of Tech., Vero Beach, FL
John Musa, AT & T Bell Labs, Murray Hill, NJ
Martyn Ould, Praxis, Bath, United Kingdom
Jane Radatz, Logicon, Inc., San Diego, CA
Jean-Claude Rault, EC2, Paris, France
Walt Scacchi, Univ. of S. California, Los Angeles, CA

WILEY
Publishers Since 1807
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New and Bestselling Titles from VCH

Neural Networks for Chemists: An Introduction
Jure Zupan, Boris Kidric Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia and Johann Gasteiger, Organic-Chemistry Institute, Technical University, Munich
This self-study guide leads the reader from the fundamental principles to the practical application of neural networks. The book pinpoints the five most widely used neural networks and learning strategies, illustrating them with lucid examples. It includes numerous applications from diverse fields including analytical chemistry and spectroscopy, process control and optimization of product composition; reactivity of organic compounds and Qsar; maps of electrostatic potentials; and secondary structures of proteins, enabling chemists, software producers, and computer specialists to apply neural networks to their problems, either with a commercial neural network package or with a self-made program.

Reflections on Symmetry in Chemistry...and Elsewhere
Edgar Heilbrunner, and Jack D. Dunitz, University of Basel, Switzerland
Cobublished with Helvetica Chimica Acta Publishers, Basel
What do Schrödinger's wave functions, Escher's intricate tiling patterns and chemistry's latest marvel, Buckminsterfullerenes, have in common? This stunning book, written by two world-famous scientists, introduces the reader to one of natures most fundamental, and ubiquitous, phenomena: Symmetry. Enormous in scope, this scientific tour-de-force covers topics as diverse as quantum mechanics, stereochemistry, Penrose tilings and Raphael's Madonna. The authors connect these apparently unrelated fields in a completely non-mathematical fashion, which should appeal to the general and specialist reader alike. Lively written and beautifully illustrated, this book provides an eminently readable discussion of the omnipresent concept of symmetry, its applications in all branches of science, and its perception in nature, art and elsewhere.

Buckminsterfullerenes
W. Edward Billups and Marco A. Ciutoli, Rice University, Houston, Editors
The world's leading investigators contribute their expertise in this new volume which presents the most current and comprehensive research on spherical carbon clusters (fullerenes). Organized into four sections: (1) The main events leading to the discovery and preliminary studies of the fullerenes; (2) Theoretical studies of fulleroid cages; (3) Superconductivity properties; and (4) Exo- and endohedral complexes in the gas phase. Buckminsterfullerenes discusses new insights and possible directions for future research and concludes with a discussion of some of the chemical properties of these new materials. Professionals and Graduate Students in physical chemistry, organic chemistry, physics, materials science, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, and electrical engineering will find this book invaluable.

Chaos and Order: The Complex Structure of Living Systems
Friedrich Cramer, Max Planck Institute for Experimental Medicine, Göttingen, Germany
What is Life? How do ideas arise in our brain? Is there a vital force? Recent progress in biological research has had a profound effect on our perception of nature. A deeper understanding of nonlinear systems far from equilibrium and of self-organization are no longer outside the scope of science. Professor Cramer, who is well known for his contributions in the field of molecular biology, uses his own insights as a starting point for developing an overall picture of the great questions that have always fascinated mankind.

"Chaos and Order is the work of a man who rejects a fragmented view of the universe, who refuses to be a prisoner of preconceived doctrines. There is a feeling of excitement, a feeling that we are living at a unique moment in the history of science. The world appears to us at the same time as more strange, but also as more connected and more harmonious, than any of the generations which have preceded us. I can only hope that Cramer's book will inspire many readers and will receive the international acclaim that it fully deserves."

— Angewandte Chemie

Chaos and Complexity: Discovering the Surprising Patterns of Science and Technology
Brian H. Kaye, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
Written in a non-mathematical style with great emphasis on graphic display of data, Chaos and Complexity is the first introductory volume to fractals and chaos using simulation techniques. The book explains the concepts of fractal geometry and chaos theory, as well as introducing the reader to the infinitely varied structure of the Mandelbrot set, dimensional analysis, and the new techniques for coping with complex systems. Applied scientists in ceramics, metallurgy, physics, chemistry, chemical engineering, biology, geology, and polymer science who need to use fractal geometry in their work will find this book an invaluable addition to their library.

A Random Walk Through Fractal Dimensions
Brian H. Kaye, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
Fractal geometry is revolutionizing the descriptive mathematics of applied materials systems. If you have been intrigued by the pictures of fractal systems that have appeared in scientific literature, this book will enable you to discover where you can apply fractal systems in your work. Written from a practical point of view, it avoids the use of equations but is richly illustrated with graphic examples so that the reader can gain an appreciation of the importance of fractal systems without being swamped by symbols. The book contains enough suggestions for experiments to keep an army of research students working for the next 10 years.

TO ORDER, CONTACT:
VCH Publishers, Inc., Customer Service Center, 303 Northwest 12th Avenue, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442-1788
Prices are subject to change without notice.
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